### Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Oriental Studies

### Brief note about nature of change
Correction of typographical error in notice published in the Gazette of 24 September 2020 as HDB(20)145_U.

### Location of change
Examination Regulations 2018/19

[https://examregs.admin.ox.ac.uk/Regulation?code=hsoforiestud&srchYear=2020&srchTerm=1&year=2018&term=1](https://examregs.admin.ox.ac.uk/Regulation?code=hsoforiestud&srchYear=2020&srchTerm=1)

### Effective date
For students starting from MT 2020

and

For first examination from TT 2021

### Detail of change
Replace the following on page four of Gazette notice HDB(20)145_U:

7. A dissertation on a topic to be approved by the Subject Group, of a different character from the topic chosen for paper 7 (the topic will typically relate to the first language but could relate to the second language or to an area of overlap between the two).

Instead of either paper 5 or paper 7 candidates may optionally choose to substitute:

With the following:

7. A dissertation on a topic to be approved by the Subject Group, of a different character from the topic chosen for paper 74 (the topic will typically relate to the first language but could relate to the second language or to an area of overlap between the two).
Instead of either paper 45 or paper 52 candidates may optionally choose to substitute:

Explanatory Notes
Correcting a hangover from the old text of the regulations.